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A clustering similarity particle filter based on state trajectory consistency is presented for the mathematical modeling, performance
estimation, and smart sensing of nonlinear systems. Starting from an information fusion model based on the consistency principle
of the spatial state trajectory, the predicted observation information of the current particle filter (original trajectory) and future
multistage Gaussian particle filter (modified trajectory) are selected as the state trajectories of the sampling particles. Clustering
similarity methods are used to measure the state trajectories of the sampling particles and the actual system (reference
trajectory). The importance weight of a first-order Markov model is updated with the measurement results. By integrating the
targeted compensation scheme of the latest measurement information into the sequential importance sampling process, the
adverse effects of the particle degradation phenomenon are effectively reduced. The convergence theorems of the improved
particle filter are proposed and proved. The improved filter is applied to practical cases of nonlinear process estimation,
economic statistical prediction, and battery health assessment, and the simulation results show that the improved particle filter
is superior to traditional filters in estimation accuracy, efficiency, and robustness.

1. Introduction

Nonlinear phenomena are common in natural engineering
technology. As a popular research topic with important the-
oretical and practical value in solving nonlinear problems,
state estimation has been applied to problems such as target
tracking and navigation, fault diagnosis and detection, pro-
cess feedback and control, biochemical reaction and extrac-
tion, and economic prediction and control. Nonlinear state
estimation applies to a wide range of fields, especially the
industrial field. Applications include longitudinal vehicle
speed estimation [1], fault detection of piezoceramic actua-
tors [2], battery health assessment [3], state detection of
impending rollover [4], and state estimation of dynamic sys-
tems with hysteresis [5]. Many solutions have been proposed,

such as the Luenberger observer [6], robust observer [7],
Gaussian process regression, Kalman filter [8], proportional
integral observer [9], unknown input observer [10], high-
gain observer [11], and nonsmooth observer [12]. For exam-
ple, on the premise of satisfying the Gaussian noise distribu-
tion, the Kalman filter (KF) calculates the conditional
probability density of random variables using a recursive for-
mula and iteratively updates the linear minimum variance
estimate. From this come extended KF, unscented KF, invari-
ant extended KF [13], and adaptive extended KF [14]. The
above methods have many advantages and wide applications
for nonlinear system state estimation, but there is still much
room for optimization and improvement in terms of nonlin-
ear complexity and environmental noise uncertainty of dif-
ferent practical applications.
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With the rapid development of computer technology, the
particle filter (PF) algorithm based on Bayesian and Monte
Carlo theories has shown many advantages and considerable
potential to solve estimation problems involving nonlinear
and non-Gaussian systems. The prototype algorithm,
sequential importance sampling (SIS), was formed in the
middle of the last century and is mainly applied to physics
and automatic control applications. Due to inherent sample
degradation and computer hardware limitations, the study
of the PF algorithm slowed until 1993, when Gordon et al.
[15, 16] introduced a resampling strategy to SIS and devel-
oped sequential importance resampling (SIR), which
improved the method and laid the theoretical foundation
for the PF. With the development of stochastic probability
theory and Monte Carlo methods, the auxiliary particle filter
(APF) [17] and Gaussian (sum) particle filter (GPF) [18, 19]
were proposed. Introduced by Guarniero et al. [20], APF is
based on the idea that the latest observation will approach
the optimal proposed distribution if an auxiliary variable is
imported to represent the prior probability of the current
state. When the system noise is strong, the filtering accuracy
is difficult to guarantee due to the lack of information. The
GPF algorithm of Sun et al. [21] uses a Gaussian distribution
to estimate the posterior probability density function (PDF)
of a system state under the basic SIS framework, and the
mean and variance are recursively obtained. The filtering
effect depends heavily on the problem’s degree of nonlinear-
ity and is limited to the dimension of the system variables
[22]. With the high complexity of current natural engineer-
ing structures, the degree of nonlinearity of systems is grow-
ing. Although these algorithms somewhat improve the
performance of PFs, issues remain, such as low accuracy of
filter estimation and poor stability due to particle degrada-
tion and depletion, which do not meet the needs of modern
engineering. Moreover, as a probabilistic method, the nonlin-
ear estimation of PF leads to uncertainty in the result [23].

For this reason, a clustering similarity particle filter
(CSPF) based on the consistency principle of the spatial state
trajectory is presented. The clustering similarity method is
used to measure the state distance between the actual system
and the sampling particles, including the observation infor-
mation of the current state filtering and future multistage
state prediction, to guide the generation and improvement
of new distributions and update the weight calculation of
the importance sampling process. This makes up for using
the prior PDF instead of the importance function in the stan-
dard PF algorithm, which can prevent the occurrence of par-
ticle degradation and significantly improve the accuracy and
robustness of estimation. The resampling strategy in the tra-
ditional PF algorithm is abandoned to eliminate particle
depletion, which improves the quantization accuracy of
uncertainty and efficiency of the algorithm. The above
methods adopt the idea of simply modifying the proposed
distribution. The designed method uses clustering theory to
measure the similarity of observation information corre-
sponding to multistage (from k to k + L + l) state trajectories
so as to guide the generation and updating of the latest pro-
posal distribution, which significantly improves the compu-
tational complexity of the designed method. To ensure the

efficiency of the improved method for different nonlinear
state estimation applications, the following two aspects can
be improved. (a) The order of the state trajectory should be
selected reasonably. Theoretically, the higher the order of tra-
jectory selection, the more accurate the corresponding obser-
vation information can express the actual state, and the more
accurate the estimation result, but the computational effi-
ciency is greatly decreased. (b) The number of sampling par-
ticles N should be reduced appropriately. With the increase
of the number of particles, the sampling probability density
function will gradually approach the probability distribution
of the actual state. While improving the accuracy of state esti-
mation, the computational effort will increase. For these rea-
sons, it is necessary to coordinate the contradiction between
estimation accuracy and computational efficiency. The non-
linear state estimation results are largely affected by the signal
information, which involves the quality and scale of the
research object dataset, appropriate parameter identification,
and state tracking training methods. In different research and
application objects, increasing the quality and scale of exper-
imental datasets containing more physical model informa-
tion can improve the state estimation performance of data
mining; an appropriate parameter training method can
ensure that the model can obtain as much useful information
as possible from the dataset and help to establish an appro-
priate state space model. Based on the above measures, com-
pared to traditional estimation methods under the premise of
consistent preconditions, the designed method can greatly
improve the accuracy of state results, and it also improves
computational efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 discusses nonlinear system theory. In Section 3,
an improved CSPF algorithm is proposed based on the
analysis of the defects of the PF. Section 4 provides a the-
oretical explanation of the improved algorithm and proves
the relevant theorems. Section 5 compares the simulation
results of the proposed algorithm and the traditional
improved PF algorithm. We discuss our conclusions in
Section 6.

2. Theory Statement

We summarize the basic definitions and properties of the
state space and optimal Bayesian recursion theory of nonlin-
ear systems.

2.1. State Space Model. We set ðΩ, P, FÞ as a random proba-
bility space and define two actual vector stochastic processes:
X = fXk, k ∈Ng and Y = fYk, k ∈N \ f0gg, where sample
space Ω is the set of all possible outcomes, event space F is
a set of outcomes in the sample space, probability function
P assigns a probability to each event in the event space, X is
the state process, and Y is the observation information. Let
nx and ny be the dimensions of the state X and observation
information Y , respectively, corresponding to the state space,
and define BðRnÞ as the Borelσ‐algebra set on n-dimen-
sional Euclidean space Rn. Most nonlinear systems can take
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the form of a dynamic state space (DSS) [24]:

Xk = F Xk−1, ωkð Þ statemodelð Þ,
Yk =H Xk, υkð Þ observation equationð Þ,

ð1Þ

where k is the discrete-time (stage) index, Xk ∈R
n is the set

of system states at time k, and Yk ∈R
n is the observation

information corresponding to state Xk. Fð∗Þ and Hð∗Þ are
known state transition and observation functions, respec-
tively, corresponding to the state transition kernel PDF Kð
Xk ∣ Xk−1Þ and observation likelihood PDF gðYk ∣ XkÞ in the
statistical description. The system shift noise fωk ∈R

ng
and measurement noise fυk ∈Rmg are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequences that obey any PDF
form.

The state space X follows the first-order Markov process;
i.e., the state Xk of the current moment is only related to the
state Xk−1 of the previous moment. Assuming an initial dis-
tribution X0 ~ μðdX0Þ, the probability density functions of
the state transition kernel PDF KðXk ∣ Xk−1Þ and observation
likelihood PDF gðYk ∣ XkÞ are Lebesgue measures:

K Xk ∣ Xk−1ð Þ = Pω Xk − F Xk−1ð Þð Þ,
g Yk ∣ Xkð Þ = Pυ Yk −H Xkð Þð Þ,

ð2Þ

where Pω and Pυ are the probability functions under the
influence of shift noise ωk and measurement noise υk,
respectively.

2.2. Optimal Bayesian Recursion Theory. In Bayesian theory
[15], the state Xk of a nonlinear system at time k is updated
based on the observation information Y1:k to obtain a mini-
mum mean squared error (MSE) estimate. The optimal state
estimation of the system is the conditional expected value E
ðXk ∣ Y1:kÞ of the posterior PDF PðXk ∣ Y1:kÞ. Based on the
premise that the state variable and observation function fol-
low a first-order Markov process, the posterior PDF PðXk ∣
Y1:kÞ is obtained by two steps of recursive iterations: predic-
tion and updating. Xk:l ≜ ðXk, Xk+1,⋯,XlÞ and Yk:l ≜ ðYk,
Yk+1,⋯,YlÞ are defined as the space path information of the
state process and observation likelihood from time k to l,
respectively.

2.2.1. Prediction. Combined with the transition kernel PDF
KðXk ∣ Xk−1Þ calculated by the state space equation, the prior
PDF PðXk ∣ Y1:k−1Þ is predicted using the Chapman–Kolmo-
gorov equation and the posterior PDF PðXk−1 ∣ Y1:k−1Þ at
time k − 1:

P Xk Y1:k−1jð Þ =
ð
P Xk, Xk−1 ∣ Y1:k−1ð ÞdXk−1

=
ð
P Xk ∣ Xk−1, Y1:k−1ð ÞP Xk−1 ∣ Y1:k−1ð ÞdXk−1

=
ð
K Xk ∣ Xk−1ð ÞP Xk−1 ∣ Y1:k−1ð ÞdXk−1,

ð3Þ

where the state PDF PðXk, Xk−1 ∣ Y1:k−1Þ specifies the condi-
tional probability of Xk ∩ Xk−1 given Y1:k−1, and PðXk ∣ Xk−1
, Y1:k−1Þ specifies the conditional probability of Xk given
Xk−1 ∩ Y1:k−1.

2.2.2. Updating. The prior PDF PðXk ∣ Y1:k−1Þ is updated
using the observation likelihood PDF gðYk ∣ XkÞ at time k,
and the posterior PDF PðXk ∣ Y1:kÞ of state Xk is obtained as

P Xk Y1:kjð Þ = P Yk ∣ Xk, Y1:k−1ð ÞP Xk ∣ Y1:k−1ð Þ
P Yk ∣ Y1:k−1ð Þ

=
g Yk ∣ Xkð ÞP Xk ∣ Y1:k−1ð ÞÐ
g Yk ∣ Xkð ÞP Xk ∣ Y1:k−1ð ÞdXk

,
ð4Þ

where the observation PDF PðYk ∣ Xk, Y1:k−1Þ specifies the
conditional probability of Yk given Xk ∩ Y1:k−1, and PðYk ∣
Y1:k−1Þ specifies the conditional probability of Yk given
Y1:k−1.

The system state PDF measure πk:l∣mðdXk:lÞ is defined as

πk:l∣m dXk:lð Þ ≜ P Xk:l ∣ Y1:mð Þ: ð5Þ

The joint posterior PDF measure π0:k∣kðdX0:kÞ can be
obtained by Bayes’ theorem (Equations (3) and (4)):

π0:k∣k−1 dX0:kð Þ =
ð
Rnx

K dXk ∣ Xk−1ð Þπ0:k−1∣k−1 dX0:k−1ð Þ predictionð Þ,

ð6Þ

π0:k∣k dX0:kð Þ = g Yk ∣ Xkð Þπ0:k∣k−1 dX0:kð ÞÐ
Rnx g Yk ∣ Xkð Þπ0:k∣k−1 dX0:kð Þ updatingð Þ:

ð7Þ

The marginal posterior PDF measure πk∣k−1ðdXkÞ is
obtained by

πk∣k−1 dXkð Þ =
ð
Rnx

K dXk ∣ Xk−1ð Þπk−1∣k−1 dXk−1ð Þ predictionð Þ,

ð8Þ

πk∣k dXkð Þ = g Yk ∣ Xkð Þπk∣k−1 dXkð ÞÐ
Rnx g Yk ∣ Xkð Þπk∣k−1 dXkð Þ updatingð Þ: ð9Þ

Similarly, xk:l ≜ ðxk, xk+1,⋯,xlÞ and yk:l ≜ ðyk, yk+1,⋯,ylÞ
are, respectively, defined as the sampling particle path infor-
mation of the state process and observation likelihood from
time k to l.

Definition 1. Suppose that ν is a probability measure and φ
represents an arbitrary function, Θ and Ψ are arbitrary func-
tion variables, K is the PDF of the transfer kernel satisfying
the Markov process, and the following calculation method
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is defined:

ν, φð Þ ≜
ð
φν,

νK Θð Þ ≜
ð
ν dxð ÞK Θ ∣ xð Þ,

Kφ xð Þ ≜
ð
K dΨ ∣ xð Þφ Ψð Þ:

ð10Þ

According to the above symbols, for any function φ,
Bayesian theory (prediction and updating processes) can be
redefined, using Equation (8), as

πk∣k−1, φ
� �

=
ð
Rnx

p xk ∣ y1:k−1ð Þφ xkð Þdxk

=
ð
Rnx

ð
Rnx

K xk ∣ xk−1ð Þp xk−1 ∣ y1:k−1ð Þdxk−1
� �

φ xkð Þdxk

=
ð
Rnx

p xk−1 ∣ y1:k−1ð Þ
ð
Rnx

K xk ∣ xk−1ð Þφ xkð Þdxk
� �

dxk−1

= πk−1∣k−1, Kφ
� �

predictionð Þ:
ð11Þ

From Equation (9), it is concluded that

πk∣k, φ
� �

=
ð
Rnx

p xk ∣ y1:kð Þφ xkð Þdxk

=
Ð
Rnx g yk ∣ xkð Þp xk ∣ y1:k−1ð Þφ xkð ÞdxkÐ

Rnx g yk ∣ xkð Þp xk ∣ y1:k−1ð Þdxk
=

πk∣k−1, gφ
� �
πk∣k−1, g
� � updatingð Þ:

ð12Þ

Except for a small number of dynamic models, it is diffi-
cult to obtain an analytic solution in Bayesian theory (Equa-
tions (6)–(9), (11), and (12)) and the exact solution of the
posterior probability for general nonlinear and non-
Gaussian systems.

3. Particle Filter

To solve the complex problem in the above optimal Bayesian
filtering algorithm, Monte Carlo sampling is used instead of
an integral operation [25]. The idea is to use a discrete distri-
bution with a series of random samples and their corre-
sponding weights to approximate the posterior PDF
measure πk∣k and calculate the expected value of the samples
to estimate the actual system state Xk. The importance PDF
qðxk ∣ y1:kÞ is generally used to represent the discrete distribu-
tion to obtain the sampling particle set fxi0:k : i = 1, 2,⋯,Ng
to calculate the posterior empirical measure distribution
πN
k∣k:

πN
k kj dxkð Þ ≜ 1

N
〠
N

i=1
δxik dxkð Þ, ð13Þ

where δxikð∗Þ is the Dirac delta function. With the sampling

numberN →∞, the empirical measure πN
k∣k is infinitely close

to the actual posterior PDF measure πk∣k.

3.1. Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) Filter. Since the
posterior PDF distribution pðxk ∣ y1:kÞ is unknown, it is nec-
essary to construct the importance PDF qðxk ∣ xk−1, y1:kÞ to
satisfy the requirements of the Monte Carlo sampling
method and make up for the shortcoming that sampling can-
not be carried out in the target distribution, and

q xk xk−1, y1:kjð Þ = K xk xk−1jð Þ, ð14Þ

is typically selected during the SIR process.
Assuming that the posterior PDF measure πN

k−1∣k−1ð
dxk−1Þ at time k − 1 is known and the particle set is fxikgNi=1
∼ πN

k−1jk−1ðdxk−1ÞKðdxkjxk−1Þ at time k, the prediction mea-

sure πN
k∣k−1 of the prediction stage can be obtained as

πN
k k−1j dxkð Þ ≜ 1

N
〠
N

i=1
δ xk − xik
� �

: ð15Þ

When the number of sample particles N is large enough,
the prediction measure πN

k∣k−1 is infinitely close to the actual
state πk∣k−1. The Monte Carlo approximate posterior measure
πN
k∣k is obtained by substituting the prediction measure πN

k∣k−1
into Equation (9):

πN
k kj dxkð Þ ≜

g yk xkjð ÞπN
k k−1j dxkð ÞÐ

Rnx g yk xkjð ÞπN
k k−1j dxkð Þ =

∑N
i=1g yk x

i
k

��� �
δxik dxkð Þ

∑N
i=1g yk x

i
k

��� � :

ð16Þ

The above formula is equivalent to

πN
k kj dxkð Þ = 〠

N

i=1
ωi
kδxik dxkð Þ, 〠

N

i=1
ωi
k = 1, ð17Þ

where ωi
k ∝ gðykjxikÞ is the weight of the importance PDF q

ðxk ∣ y1:kÞ after normalization of all sampling particles

fxi0:kgNi=1, and the posterior measure πN
k∣k is the weighted

sum of the Dirac delta function. The above process is called
SIS filtering.

After several updating iterations, the weights of some
particles in the SIS process may be small enough to ignore,
which cannot be avoided due to the shortcomings of the algo-
rithm. To overcome this, resampling is usually used to solve
the degradation problem of the standard PF algorithm. By
duplicating particles with higher weights and discarding
those with smaller weights, the particle set f~xi0:k : i = 1, 2,⋯,
Ng is gathered in the high-probability posterior region to
obtain the approximate value of the unweighted empirical
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distribution measure ~πN
kjk:

~πN
k kj =

1
N
〠
N

i=1
δ~xik d~xkð Þ: ð18Þ

It can be inferred that the essence of resampling is real-
ized using N sampling iterations in the empirical distribution
measure πN

k∣k, and the new particle set obtained by this
method approximates the actual posterior measure πk∣k.
Common resampling methods are random, system, polyno-
mial, and residual resampling. The process of the standard
PF algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.

3.2. Clustering Similarity Particle Filter (CSPF). The standard
PF algorithm is simple in structure and easy to execute.
Under the optimal estimation, the approximate estimated
value of the algorithm converges to the actual state value.
However, there are some issues in practical engineering
applications.

3.2.1. Particle Degradation Phenomenon. The standard PF
introduces the importance PDF distribution in the SIS pro-
cess, which causes the variance of the particle weight to accu-
mulate with each iteration. The importance weights
corresponding to most particles tend to zero, resulting in a
particle degradation phenomenon [26]. The above effects
lead to a significant waste of computing resources, with the
result that the approximate estimation cannot accurately
describe the posterior distribution of the actual state. This
degradation phenomenon cannot be avoided due to defects
of the algorithm.

3.2.2. Particle Depletion Problem. A resampling strategy is an
effective and important method to improve particle degrada-
tion. By resampling the discrete approximate posterior PDF
distribution obtained by the importance sampling process,

samples with larger weights are duplicated many times under
the guidance of the particle motion and the distribution of
the state at the previous moment so that the number of effec-
tive particles increases and degradation is suppressed. How-
ever, resampling is likely to cause the abandonment or loss
of some low-weight particles, which causes the resampled
particles to prematurely move away from the actual state pos-
terior region. This results in sample dilution [27] and eventu-
ally in the increase of state estimation variance, which greatly
diminishes filtering performance.

In view of the above problems, our improved PF algo-
rithm relies on the consistency principle of the spatial state
trajectory [28]; i.e., the closer the state trajectory of a particle
is to the actual state trajectory, the more likely the particle
state represents the actual state. By using clustering similarity
theory to measure the degree of trajectory consistency, the
higher the degree of consistency similarity, the closer it is to
the actual state, and the particle weights of the SIS process
are updated to improve particle degradation. The improved
algorithm abandons the resampling strategy, which can fun-
damentally eliminate the particle depletion problem.

The particle set fX•
kðiÞgNi=1 =

fx∘jðiÞ: j = k,⋯,k + L ; xj′ðiÞ: j = k + L + 1,⋯,k + L + lgN
i=1

from

time k to time k + L + l is selected as the state trajectory at
time k, where L and l are predefined constants. The original
trajectory set x∘jðiÞ follows the SIS filtering process [15], and

the modified trajectory set xj′ðiÞ complies with the GPF
prediction algorithm [18]. Because the actual state is
unknown, the observation likelihood information is used to
represent the consistency parameter of the state trajectory.
Depending on the particle state trajectory, the corresponding

observed likelihood trajectory set fY•
kðiÞgNi=1 =

fy∘jðiÞ: j = k,⋯,k + L ; yj′ðiÞ: j = k + L + 1,⋯,k + L + lgN
i=1

is

determined as

Y•
k ið Þ =H X•

k ið Þ, υkð Þ, ð19Þ

where the measurement noise is υk = 0; i.e., the observation
equation Hð∗Þ is a known function determined by the spe-
cific research objects without noise interference. The
observed likelihood trajectory corresponding to the actual
state (reference trajectory) is fYkg = fyj : j = k,⋯,k + L + lg.
In this work, a clustering method using distance-based simi-
larity is selected to analyze the trajectory consistency, and the
distance similarity measurement d•kðiÞ [29] of the observed
likelihood trajectories of the actual state and sampling parti-
cles is calculated as

d•k ið Þ = dis Ykf g, Y•
k ið Þf gNi=1

� �

=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
k+L

j=k
yj − y∘j ið Þ
��� ���s + 〠

k+L+l

j=k+L+1
yj − yj′ ið Þ
��� ���ss

vuut ,
ð20Þ

where disð∗Þ is the distance similarity function, disð∗Þ ≥ 0,
and s is the measurement type parameter. To increase the

Step 1. Particle initialization
At time k = 0, for i = 1, 2,⋯,N
Sample xi0 ∼ π0j0ðdx0Þ
At time k ≥ 1, for i = 1, 2,⋯,N
Step 2. Sequential importance sampling
Predict πN

kjk−1, sample xik ∼ πN
k−1jk−1KðdxkÞ

Evaluate the normalized importance weights ωi
k

ωi
k ∝ gðykjxikÞ, and ∑N

i=1ω
i
k = 1

Step 3. Resampling strategy

Calculate effective samples Neff = ð∑N
i=1ðωi

kÞ2Þ
−1

Compare resampling threshold N th
if Neff <N th

½~xik, ~ωi
k� = RESAMPLE½xik, ωi

k�, and ~ωi
k = 1/N

else ½~xik, ~ωi
k� = ½xik, ωi

k�
Step 4. State estimation

xk =∑N
i=1~ω

i
k~x

i
k

Algorithm 1: Standard particle filter.
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reliability of the algorithm, the distance similarity function is
transformed to an exponential similarity function:

dk ið Þ = eλ×d
•
k ið Þ, i = 1,⋯,N , ð21Þ

where λ is the gradient factor. The importance weights w•
kðiÞ

and w•
k+L+lðiÞ corresponding to times k and k + L + l can be

calculated as

w•
k ið Þ = d−1k ið Þ × pυ Yk −H X•

k, υkð Þð Þ, i = 1,⋯,N , ð22Þ

w•
k+L+l ið Þ = d−1k ið Þ × pυ Yk+L+l −H X•

k+L+l , υk+L+lð Þð Þ, i = 1,⋯,N ,
ð23Þ

where pυð∗Þ is the PDF of the observed likelihood noise.
Using the above algorithm, the original trajectory set
fx∘kðiÞgNi=1 of the SIS process and the corresponding impor-

tance weights fw•
kðiÞgNi=1 at time k represent the posterior

PDF πN
k∣k of the system state, modified trajectory set

fxk+L+l′ ðiÞgNi=1 of the GPF-predicted distribution, and corre-

sponding importance weights fw•
k+L+lðiÞgNi=1 at time k + L +

l, which can approximately represent the predicted PDF
πk+L+ljk. Therefore, the state estimate value xk can be obtained
by the filtering operation, and the state estimate xk+L+l can be
calculated by the prediction step. The implementation of the
improved PF algorithm is as follows.

(1) Estimation. This step is consistent with the SISðGPFÞ esti-
mation process used to extract the particle distribution set
fX•

kðiÞgNi=1.

(2) Updating. The weights fw•
kðiÞgNi=1 and fw•

k+L+lðiÞgNi=1 are
determined and normalized to fwkðiÞgNi=1 and
fwk+L+lðiÞgNi=1, respectively, to estimate and predict system
states xk and xk+L+l:

xk ≈ ~xk = 〠
N

i=1
wk ið Þx∘k ið Þ filteringð Þ,

xk+L+l ≈ ~xk+L+l = 〠
N

i=1
wk+L+l ið Þxk+L+l′ ið Þ predictionð Þ:

ð24Þ

The above steps constitute an iterative process of the
improved algorithm. Unlike the standard PF, this method
uses an estimate-update-filter (prediction) process without
resampling. The improved PF algorithm (CSPF) is shown
as Algorithm 2.

4. Convergence Proof

The proposed algorithm is based on bootstrap filtering the-
ory, and Bayesian state estimation can be realized by a
weighted bootstrap method [15, 30]. It is assumed that the
sampling particle set fX•

kðiÞgNi=1 is derived from a continuous

PDF, RðxÞ. The posterior PDF πkjk and RðxÞSðxÞ are propor-
tional, and SðxÞ is a known function. If the sample number
N →∞, then the discrete distribution of particles composed
of fX•

kðiÞgNi=1 and its corresponding weights

fSðX•
kðiÞÞ/∑N

i=1SðX•
kðiÞÞg

N
i=1 can be regarded as approaching

the actual posterior PDF πkjk. Referring to Equation (16),
the posterior PDF πkjk of system state xk is proportional to
the product of the observation likelihood function and prior
PDF πkjk−1, which can be equivalent to RðxÞ, and the weight
w•

kðiÞ in Equation (22) can be regarded as the observation
likelihood function equivalent to SðxÞ, which follows boot-
strap filtering theory and is reasonable and effective.

4.1. Convergence of the Improved Algorithm. Suppose that the
probability density measure space on set E = ΓðRnxÞ is the
probability measure set on the largest-dimensional Euclidean
space Rnx with convergence topology and set ðE, dÞ is the
measure space. ðakÞ∞k=1 and ðbkÞ∞k=1 are two continuous func-
tion sequences: E→ E. In the stochastic filtering setup, space
E will be all probability measure spaces on n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rnx .

Definition 2. ak and bk, respectively, represent the mapping
relationships of measure πk−1jk−1 → πkjk−1 and of measure
πkjk−1 → πkjk. We define ak as the mapping relation (predic-
tion) satisfied on measure set ΓðRnxÞ→ ΓðRnxÞ:

ak νð Þ dxkð Þ ≜ νK dxkð Þ =
ð
Rnx

νK dxk xk−1jð Þ dxk−1ð Þ: ð25Þ

This holds for any measure ν. Therefore, substituting the
continuous function φ ∈ℂbðRnxÞ in the prediction Equation

Step 1. Particle initialization
At time k = 0, for i = 1, 2,⋯,N
Sample xi0 ∼ π0j0ðdx0Þ
At time k ≥ 1, for i = 1, 2,⋯,N
Step 2. Importance sampling
Predict πN

kjk−1, sample xik ∼ Kðxkjxik−1Þ
Step 3. Similarity measurement
Particle state trajectories fX•

kðiÞg
Draw x∘jðiÞ ∼ SIS, j = k, k + 1,⋯, k + L

xj′ðiÞ ∼GPF, j = k + L + 1,⋯, k + L + l

Calculate d•kðiÞ = disðfYkg, fY•
kðiÞgNi=1Þ

Exponential transformation dkðiÞ = eλ×d
•
kðiÞ

Step 4. Recursive importance weights
Revised proposal distribution
qðxkjxk−1, ykÞ = dkðiÞKðxkjxik−1Þ

Update weights w•
kðiÞ∝ d−1k ðiÞgðykjxikÞ

Normalize wkðiÞ =w•
kðiÞ/∑N

i=1w
•
kðiÞ

Step 5. State estimation
xk =∑N

i=1wkðiÞxik

Algorithm 2: Clustering similarity particle filter.
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(11), we obtain

ak νð Þ, φð Þ =∬
Rnx

νK dxk xk−1jð Þφ xkð Þ dxk−1ð Þ = ν, Kφð Þ:
ð26Þ

The prediction measure expression can be obtained as

πk k−1j = ak πk−1 k−1j
� �

: ð27Þ

Definition 3. Referring to Equation (12), we define bk as the
mapping relation (updating) satisfied on measure set ΓðRnx

Þ→ ΓðRnxÞ:

bk νð Þ, φð Þ = ν, gφð Þ
ν, gð Þ : ð28Þ

The Bayesian filtering process can be expressed as

πk kj = bk πk k−1j
� �

≜ bk ⊙ ak πk−1 k−1j
� �

, ð29Þ

where the operator “ ⊙ ” represents the composite mapping
function.

Definition 4. Setting hk and h1:k as the conversion functions of
measure πk−1jk−1 → πkjk and of measure π0j0 → πkjk, respec-
tively, the Bayesian filtering process can be expressed as

hk ≜ bk ⊙ ak,

h1:k ≜ hk ⊙ hk−1 ⊙⋯⊙ h1:
ð30Þ

In an abstract environment, the PF algorithm uses the
Monte Carlo method to solve a problem for which it is difficult
to obtain the exact analytical integral solution in Bayesian the-
ory. The principle is to generate a series of samples from the
target distribution to approximately estimate the partial char-
acteristics of the actual state, and the estimation result is only
the expectation of a “good performance” function, which can
be approximated as the average value:

Eπ φ xð Þð Þ ≈ φ x1ð Þ + φ x2ð Þ+⋯+φ xNð Þ
N

= �Eφ,N : ð31Þ

When N →∞, the estimated value �Eφ,N converges to the
expected value EπðφðxÞÞ. It can be assumed that

Eπ φ xð Þð Þ = μ expectationð Þ,
Var φ xð Þð Þ = σ2 varianceð Þ,

ð32Þ

where μ is the most basic digital feature to measure the cen-
tralized position or average level of a random variable x, and
σ2 is a numeric characteristic of the dispersion of the random
variable x.

Based on the law of large numbers and the central limit
theorem [31], it can be concluded that

�Eφ,N → μ, ð33Þ

Pr lim
N→∞

μ − �Eφ,N
�� �� = 0

n o
= 1, ð34Þ

where Pr f∗g is the probability function.
Therefore, for the analytical solution of the integral opera-

tion, the disturbance caused by the Monte Carlo sampling
method is inevitable, mainly because the estimated value is
based on a random and limited sample set. However, under
the guarantee of the law of large numbers and the central limit
theorem, when the number of particles tends to infinity, the dis-
turbance is minimal and satisfies the following Gaussian distri-
bution Nð∗j∗Þ:

�Eφ,N ∼N �Eφ,N μ, σ2/N
��� �

: ð35Þ

WhenN →∞, the state estimate �Eφ,N converges to the real
expected value μ, and the estimation variance decreases with the
increase of the number of sample particles.

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the par-
ticle filter is based on Bayesian filtering and can be combined
with the Monte Carlo sampling method to generate a sam-
pling disturbance function cN [32]. The perturbation Equa-
tions (33) and (34) can be expressed as

lim
N→∞

cN �Eφ,N
� �

= μ: ð36Þ

The process formulas (29) and (30) of the particle filter
algorithm can be expressed as

πN
k kj = bk ⊙ cN ⊙ ak πN

k−1 k−1j
� �

= hNk πN
k−1 k−1j

� �
= hN1:k κð Þ,

ð37Þ

where κ is the initial value π0j0. Our improved algorithm uses
clustering analysis to measure the similarity of multistage mea-
surement information [33] as the proposed distribution qðxkj
xk−1, ykÞ to replace the prior PDF pðxk ∣ xk−1Þ in the SIS process:

q xk xk−1, ykjð Þ = dk ið ÞK dxk xk−1jð Þ: ð38Þ

The importance weight calculation is updated andmodified
as follows:

wk ið Þ∝ g yk xkjð Þd−1k ið Þ = g_ yk xkjð Þ: ð39Þ

Substituting this in Equation (28), the updating formula of
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the improved algorithm becomes

b
_

k νNð Þ, φ
� �

=
νN , g

_
φ

� �
νN , g

_
� � , ð40Þ

where b
_

k represents the mapping relationship of the improved
algorithm measure πN

kjk−1 → πN
kjk and Monte Carlo measure

lim
N→∞

νN = ν. Referring to Equations (37) and (30), the

improved PF can be expressed as

π
_N

k kj = b
_

k ⊙ cN ⊙ ak πN
k−1 k−1j

� �
= h

_N

k πN
k−1 k−1j

� �
= h

_N

1:k κð Þ:
ð41Þ

Theorem 5. It is assumed that the state transition kernel func-
tion K satisfies the first-order Markov process, and the observa-
tion likelihood function g is continuous, bounded, and strictly
positive in xk ∈R

nx . Under the condition of the Monte Carlo
sampling disturbance cN , the improved PF algorithm measure

π
_N

kjk converges to the theoretical value (actual state value) πk∣k
of Bayesian optimal filtering:

lim
N→∞

π
_N

k kj = πk kj : ð42Þ

Proof. In the PF algorithm, the Monte Carlo sampling distur-
bance is random and uncertain. cN ,ϑ is set as a random distur-
bance, the sample number N > 0, and the independent
variable ϑ ∈Ω. For all measures ν ∈ ΓðRnxÞ,

cN ,ϑ νð Þ = 1
N
〠
N

j=1
δ V j ϑð Þ
 �

, ð43Þ

whereV j : Ω→Rd is an i.i.d. random variable withmeasure ν.
According to the algorithm and the simplification of Equations
(29) and (41), we can obtain

πk kj = bk πk k−1j
� �

= bk ⊙ ak πk−1 k−1j
� �

, ð44Þ

π
_N

k kj = b
_

k π
_N
k k−1j

� �
= b

_

k ⊙ cN ⊙ ak π
_N
k−1 k−1j

� �
= b

_

k ⊙ cN akð Þ:
ð45Þ

At time k, themeasure of the Bayesian prediction stage is ak,
and the sampling disturbance measure of the PF prediction
stage is cNðakÞ. Using the i.i.d. random variables V j, ∀φ ∈Λ,

and Λ = fφigi>0 ∈ CbðRnxÞ, we can obtain

E cN akð Þ, φi

� �
− ak, φið Þ� �4h i

=
1
N4 E 〠

N

j=1
φi V j

� �
− ak, φið Þ� � !4" #

=
1
N4 〠

N

j=1
E φi V j

� �
− ak, φið Þ� �4h i

=
4
N4 〠

N

j1,j2=1,j1≠j2

E φi V j1

� ��h

− ak, φið ÞÞ2 φi V j2

� �
− ak, φið Þ

� �2�

≤
N 2φik k4 + 3N N − 1ð Þ 2φik k4

N4 ≤
48 φik k4
N2 ,

ð46Þ

where E½∗� is the solution function of set expectation, k∗k rep-
resents the supremum norm in the domain CbðRnxÞ, and kφ
k ≜ supx∈Rnx jφðxÞj. The summed expectation of the number
of sampled particles from 1 to∞ is

E 〠
∞

N=1
cN akð Þ, φi

� �
− ak, φið Þ� �4" #

≤ 48 φik k4 〠
∞

N=1

1
N2 <∞:

ð47Þ

Hence,

〠
∞

N=1
cN akð Þ, φi

� �
− ak, φið Þ� �4 <∞: ð48Þ

This implies that for the prediction stage, the measure at a
certain time can be expressed as

lim
N→∞

cN akð Þ, φi

� �
− ak, φið Þ� �

= 0: ð49Þ

Referring to Equation (40), for ν ∈ ΓðRnxÞ and any func-
tion φ, the updating stage measure can be obtained as

lim
N→∞

b
_

k νNð Þ, φ
� �

=
lim
N→∞

νN , g
_
φ

� �
lim
N→∞

νN , g
_

� �

=
lim
N→∞

d−1k ið Þ νN , gφð Þ
lim
N→∞

d−1k ið Þ νN , gð Þ

=
ν, gφð Þ
ν, gð Þ = bk νð Þ, φð Þ:

ð50Þ

This result is compared with Equations (28) and (50), and it
is concluded that the improved algorithm has the same mea-
sures as the Bayesian filter in the updating stage, i.e.,

lim
N→∞

b
_

k νNð Þ = bk νð Þ: ð51Þ

Combining Equations (44), (45), (49), and (51), we can
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obtain

lim
N→∞

π
_N

k kj = πN
k kj : ð52Þ

Therefore, the improved PF algorithm (CSPF) based on the
clustering similarity of the state trajectories still converges to the
actual state under the interference ofMonte Carlo sampling dis-
turbances. Theorem 5 is proved.☐

4.2. Convergence of the Mean Squared Error of Results. Com-
bined with the conditions and conclusions of Section 4.1, we
analyze the convergence of the results by calculating the
boundary of the MSE of the improved algorithm [34]. We
demonstrate that the convergence of the reasoning process
is related to the number of sample particles at each stage of
the algorithm. Suppose that in the neighborhood of E = Γð
RnxÞ, ðνwNÞ∞N=1 represents a measure sequence of random
probability and satisfies lim

N→∞
νN = ν. For any function φ ∈

CbðRnxÞ, it can be obtained from Theorem 5 that

lim
N→∞

E νN , φð Þ − ν, φð Þð Þ2� 
= 0: ð53Þ

Theorem 6. It is assumed that the state transition kernel func-
tion K satisfies the first-order Markov process, and the obser-
vation likelihood function g is continuous, bounded, and
strictly positive in xk ∈R

nx . For any function φ, there must
be a real constant Ck∣k satisfying

E π
_N

k kj , φ
� �

− πk kj , φ
� �� �2� �

≤ Ck kj
φk k2
N

, ð54Þ

where kφk ≜ supx∈Rnx jφðxÞj.

Proof. According to the improved PF algorithm, the proof is
divided into prediction and updating parts.☐

Lemma 7. Refer to the prediction stage in Algorithm 2 (steps 1
and 2) and assume that the conditions set by Theorem 6 are
met. When k ≥ 0, there must be a real constant Ckjk−1, and
the prediction measure πN

kjk−1 satisfies

E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πk k−1j , φ
� �� �2� �

≤ Ck k−1j
φk k2
N

: ð55Þ

We use induction to complete the proof. When time k = 0,
for any function φ, there must be a real constant C0j0 satisfying

E πN
0 0j , φ

� �
− π0 0j , φ
� �� �2� �

≤ C0 0j
φk k2
N

: ð56Þ

From step 1 in Algorithm 2, when k = 0, N i.i.d. particles
are sampled from the prior PDF measure π0j0, x

i
0 ∼ π0j0ðdx0Þ

. Using the Marcinkiewicz–Zygmund inequality [35], we

obtain

E πN
0 0j , φ

� �
− π0 0j , φ
� �� �2� �

= E
1
N
〠
N

i=1
φ xið Þ − π0 0j , φ

� � !2" #

= 1

N2 E 〠
N

i=1
φ xið Þ −N π0 0j , φ

� � !2" #

≤ C0 0j
φk k2
N

:

ð57Þ

Thus, when k = 0, Equation (55) is proved, and πN
0j0 con-

verges to π0j0.
At time k − 1, for any function φ, there must be a real con-

stant Ck−1∣k−1 satisfying

E πN
k−1 k−1j , φ

� �
− πk−1 k−1j , φ
� �� �2� �

≤ Ck−1 k−1j
φk k2
N

: ð58Þ

At time k, step 2 in Algorithm 2 can be derived:

E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πk k−1j , φ
� �� �2� �

≤ Ck k−1j
φk k2
N

: ð59Þ

By substituting the prediction stage formula (11) in the
above formula, we obtain

πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πk k−1j , φ
� ���� ��� = πN

k k−1j , φ
� �

− πN
k−1 k−1j , Kφ

� ����
+ πN

k−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �

− πk−1 k−1j , Kφ
� ����

≤ πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πN

k−1 k−1j , Kφ
� ���� ���

+ πN
k−1 k−1j , Kφ

� �
− πk−1 k−1j , Kφ
� ���� ���:

ð60Þ

Setting ζk−1 as the σ‐field generated by particle set fxikgNi=1
and combining this with the Monte Carlo method, we obtain

E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
ζk−1j

h i
= πN

k−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �

: ð61Þ

Substituting kkφk ≤ kφk in the above formula,

E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πN

k−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �� �2� �

= E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− E πN

k k−1j , φ
� �

ζk−1j
h i� �2

ζk−1j
� �

= E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �2
ζk−1j

� �
− 2E2 πN

k k−1j , φ
� �

ζk−1j
h i

+ E2 πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
ζk−1j

h i
= E πN

k k−1j , φ
� �2

ζk−1j
� �

− E2 πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
ζk−1j

h i
≤

φk k2
N

:

ð62Þ
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Referring to Equation (58), there must be a real constant:

E πN
k−1 k−1j , Kφ

� �
− πk−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �� �2� �

≤ Ck−1 k−1j
Kφk k2
N

≤ Ck−1 k−1j
φk k2
N

:

ð63Þ

Using the Minkowski inequality, we obtain

E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πk k−1j , φ
� �� �2� �1/2

≤ E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
− πN

k−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �� �2� �1/2

+ E πN
k−1 k−1j , Kφ

� �
− πk−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �� �2� �1/2

≤
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ck k−1j

q φk kffiffiffiffi
N

p ,

ð64Þ

where Ckjk−1 = ð1 + ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ck−1jk−1

p Þ2. Lemma 7 is proved.

Lemma 8. Refer to the updating stage in Algorithm 2 (steps 3–
5) and assume that the conditions set by Theorem 6 and
Lemma 7 are met. When k ≥ 0, for any function φ, there must

be a real constant Ck∣k, and the prediction measure π
_N

k∣k sat-

isfies

E πN
k k−1j , φ

� �
ζk−1j

h i
= πN

k−1 k−1j , Kφ
� �

, ð65Þ

where kφk ≜ supx∈Rnx jφðxÞj, setting ζk−1 as the σ‐field gener-

ated by particle set fxikgNi=1.
Combined with the updating stage, we can obtain the fol-

lowing using Equation (12):

π
_N
k kj , φ

� �
− πk kj , φ
� �

=
πN
k k−1j , g_φ

� �
πN
k k−1j , g_

� � −
πk k−1j , gφ
� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

=
πN
k k−1j , g_φ

� �
πN
k k−1j , g_

� � −
πN
k k−1j , gφ

� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

+
πN
k k−1j , gφ

� �
πk k−1j , g
� � −

πk k−1j , gφ
� �
πk k−1j , g
� � :

ð66Þ

Substituting Equation (39) in this result yields

Similarly, using the Minkowski inequality and Equation
(64), we obtain
where ð2kgk/ðπkjk−1, gÞÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ckjk−1

p
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ckjk

p
.Lemma 8 is

proved, and the MSE of the improved PF algorithm is
convergent.

5. Practical Applications

The factors that affect the performance of the state estimation
method based on the PF are mainly determined by the con-
struction of the spatial state model and the quality of the algo-
rithm. The accurate architecture of the spatial state model is

mainly realized by the reasonable selection of prior knowledge
of the physical mechanism, as reflected in empirical physical
equations, scientific parameter identification and training, mul-
tifeature search, and optimization of noise distribution. The
method’s advantages and disadvantages are limited by the par-
ticle degradation caused by an unreasonable proposed distribu-
tion and particle depletion caused by the resampling strategy.
Therefore, to improve and obtain the best performance of state
estimation methods for a fair comparison depends on the fol-
lowing. (a) The architecture of the spatial state model is

πN
k k−1j , g_φ

� �
πN
k k−1j , g_

� � −
πN
k k−1j , gφ

� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

������
������ =

πN
k k−1j , g_φ

� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

− πN
k k−1j , gφ

� �
πN
k k−1j , g_

� �
πN
k k−1j , g_

� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

������
������

=
πN
k k−1j , d−1k gφ

� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

− πN
k k−1j , gφ

� �
πN
k k−1j , d−1k g

� �
πN
k k−1j , d−1k g

� �
πk k−1j , g
� �

������
������

=
πN
k k−1j , gφ

� �
πN
k k−1j , g

� �
πk k−1j , g
� � πk k−1j , g

� �
− πN

k k−1j , g
� ���� ���

≤
φk k

πk k−1j , g
� � πk k−1j , g

� �
− πN

k k−1j , g
� ���� ���:

ð67Þ
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consistent. The same empirical physical equation and noise dis-
tribution are used in the application cases. The state tracking

ability of each method is fully used, and the model parameter
identification is trained. (b) The advantages of different
methods are fully exploited. Commonly used and effective strat-
egies are random, polynomial, system, and residual resampling.
The applicability and accuracy of resampling strategies vary for
different complex nonlinear systems. Considering the advan-
tages of the above state estimation methods, according to the
application case studied in this paper, through the analysis of
simulation test results, it is concluded that the system resam-
pling strategy performs best.

Therefore, based on the performance improvements of the
method, the improved method can be flexibly applied to practi-
cal application fields to solve engineering problems on the pre-
mise of application scenario guarantees, such as the accurate
architecture of the state space model for the research object, sci-
entific identification and training of physical parameters, multi-
feature search, and optimization of noise distribution. We
compared the clustering similarity particle filter (CSPF) to sev-
eral traditional filtering algorithms on two examples. All
methods were implemented in MATLAB, and the root mean
squared error (RMSE) was used to evaluate accuracy.

Example 1. The advantages of the improved algorithm can be
seen in both the Gaussian and non-Gaussian nonlinear sys-
tems. A typical univariate nonstationary growth model
(UNGM) [36] with highly nonlinear and bimodal character-
istics of the state distribution is selected, which is widely used
in social and economic fields such as the evaluation of urban
development and short-term predictions of insurance stocks
and bank interest. The following model was selected to verify
the effectiveness of the CSPF algorithm:

xk = αxk−1 + β
xk−1

1 + x2k−1
+ γ cos δ ∗ k − 1ð Þð Þ + ωk,

yk =
x2k
ε

+ υk,
ð69Þ

where the measurement noise υk ∼Nð0, RkÞ, and Rk = 1. The
initial state was x0 = 0:1, α = 0:5, β = 25, γ = 8, δ = 1:2, and ε

= 20. The number of particles was N = 100. The simulation
steps were k = 1, 2,⋯, T , where T = 5000. The correlation
coefficients were L = 2 and l = 1, and the gradient factor was
λ = 1:3. SIR, APF, GPF, and the proposed algorithm were
implemented in MATLAB, and 100 trials were conducted.
The computer processor speed was 2.7GHz, and the memory
capacity was 8GB. The RMSE,

RMSE =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
T
〠
T

k=1
xturk − xestk

� �vuut , ð70Þ

was used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms,
where xturk and xestk are, respectively, the real and state estima-
tion values of the system.

The basic framework of the particle filter has state esti-
mation and update parts. State estimation realizes state pre-
diction of the current time based on the state prediction
value of the previous time and the system state shift equation
(including shift noise). Because the state variables are inevita-
bly disturbed by various noises in the working environment,
it is necessary to modify the estimated values based on actual
observations to be as close to the real state values as possible
so as to realize the update process of state estimation accord-
ing to the observation values and measurement noise. Fur-
thermore, the purpose of constructing the probability
density function of the unknown system state using prior
knowledge and actual observation data is realized. It can be
seen that the shift and measurement noise will directly and
greatly affect the nonlinear estimation method. This paper
takes this case as an example, setting different kinds of shift
noise to analyze the performance level of the nonlinear esti-
mation methods. The two types of shift noise were Gaussian
noise ωk G ∼Nðωk ; 0, 1Þ and non-Gaussian noise ωk NG ∼ ξ
Nðωk ; 0, σ2ω1Þ + ð1 − ξÞNðωk ; 0, σ2ω2Þ, where ξ = 0:8, σ2ω1 = 1,
and σ2

ω2 = 10. The non-Gaussian noise ωk NG was a heavy-
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tailed distribution, and the acceptance-rejection sampling
procedure used in Monte Carlo simulations [25] was adopted
to achieve noise sampling with a confidence level of 97.5%.
The simulation results are shown in Figures 1–3 and
Tables 1 and 2.

The consistency of the state trajectory of the improved PF
algorithm (clustering similarity particle filter (CSPF)) was
measured by the Euclidean spatial distance (ECSPF), s = 2,
and Chebyshev spatial distance (CCSPF), s→∞. Figures 1
and 2 compare various PF algorithms for a single operation
of the nonlinear system in Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise
environments (the improved algorithm is represented by
ECSPF), which can directly evaluate the effect of state estima-
tion. Figure 3 compares the RMSE of the simulation results

after 15 simulation runs. Algorithm labels ending in the letter
G are denoted by solid curves and correspond to Gaussian
system noise ωk G, and those ending in the letters NG are
denoted by dotted curves and correspond to non-Gaussian
system noise ωk NG. Tables 1 and 2 show the RMSE mean
and variance of state estimation results after 100 simulation
runs to compare the accuracy of the improved algorithm
and other algorithms.

Figures 1 and 2 show that the state estimation accuracy of
CSPF was significantly better than that of the other algo-
rithms in the two noise environments, and the fluctuation
trends of the CSPF estimated curve at any time continued
moving and approaching the fluctuation trends of the actual
state curve. By contrast, the other algorithms were not con-
sistent at each time point. As shown in Figure 3 and
Tables 1 and 2, the RMSE means and variances of the two
improved algorithms were lower than those of SIR, APF,
and GPF. For example, the prediction accuracy (variance)
of CSPF was improved by 65%–69% (67%–89%) in the
Gaussian noise environment and by 52%–57% (14%–54%)
in the non-Gaussian noise environment. Therefore, the
improved algorithm had greater accuracy and more stability,
and the performance of ECSPF was particularly significant.

Under the same running time, the accuracy of the state
estimation of the different algorithms was determined by
adjusting the number of sampling particles N and the order
of the state trajectory. From this, the efficiency of the
improved algorithm was verified by comparing the corre-
sponding operational cost (see Table 3 for details). In Gauss-
ian and non-Gaussian noise environments, the improved
algorithm with Euclidean and Chebyshev distance similarity
measures was compared with SIR, APF, and GPF. For the
same operational cost, i.e., for the same computing and sim-
ulation times, the improved algorithm not only used the few-
est sampling particles but also had significantly better
accuracy than the other three algorithms. The RMSE was
reduced by factors of about 3 and 2 in Gaussian and non-
Gaussian noise environments, respectively. This verified that
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Figure 1: Comparison of state estimation based on different
algorithms in the Gaussian noise environment. Note:
SIR = sequential importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle
filter; GPF=Gaussian particle filter; CSPF= clustering similarity
particle filter.
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Figure 2: Comparison of state estimation based on different
algorithms in the non-Gaussian noise environment. Note:
SIR = sequential importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle
filter; GPF=Gaussian particle filter; CSPF= clustering similarity
particle filter.
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Figure 3: RMSE of SIR, APF, GPF, ECSPF, and CCSPF for 15
random simulation runs. Note: SIR = sequential importance
resampling; APF = auxiliary particle filter; GPF =Gaussian particle
filter; ECSPF =Euclidean distance clustering similarity particle
filter; CCSPF =Chebyshev distance clustering similarity particle
filter.
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the improved algorithm had higher operational efficiency
and substantial advantages in computation time.

Example 2.We assessed the health status of a lithium-ion bat-
tery. Through the state tracking and capacity training of his-
torical samples, the physical model parameters of the
empirical degradation and distribution information of the
noise were identified and optimized [3]. Different nonlinear
methods were used to establish state tracking and remaining
useful life (RUL) prediction models for the battery. The per-
formances of various algorithms were evaluated based on the
state tracking effect and prediction accuracy.

In order to solve the problem regarding battery health
assessment, it is particularly important to ensure the accurate
structure of the decay physical model (state space model) and
scientific parameter identification; this is done under the pre-
mise of the reasonable selection of the state tracking training
set (noise distribution) and initial parameters. In this paper,
parameter identification is carried out based on the attenua-
tion information of state tracking historical samples to con-
struct the RUL prediction model [37]. Since the accuracy of
state tracking and RUL prediction largely depends on the
physical model of the battery capacity degradation, the devel-
opment of the model requires physical knowledge of the sys-
tem [38]. This is usually represented by information collected
by sensors, including battery parameters (e.g., charge-
discharge voltage and current, power, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy, frequency, and temperature), to
build an equivalent circuit model [39] to characterize the
degradation trend of battery capacity, as shown in Figure 4,
which includes the open-circuit voltage (OCV), electrolyte
resistance RE, polarization current IR, double-layer voltage

VC, capacitance CDL, charge transfer resistance RCT, War-
burg impedance RW, load current IL, and terminal voltage
VL.

Relying on the attenuation mechanism of the electro-
chemical characteristics, the relationship between capacity
degradation and internal impedance of the battery was deter-
mined using statistical regression. The simulated attenuation
characteristic of the impedance increased with the number of
charge-discharge cycles to obtain a double-exponential
empirical degradation model [40, 41],

Cap = a ∗ exp b ∗ kð Þ + c ∗ exp d ∗ kð Þ, ð71Þ

where Cap is the battery capacity ðA · hÞ and k is the number
of charge-discharge cycles. The unknown model parameters
a and c are related to the battery impedance, b and d are
related to the rate of capacity degradation, and exp ð∗Þ is
the exponential function.

Table 1: Mean and variance of RMSE for five nonlinear algorithms running 100 times under both the Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise
models.

Filter estimation SIR APF GPF ECSPF CCSPF

RMSE mean (Gaussian) 3.4771 3.4368 3.5677 1.1003 1.2027

RMSE variance (Gaussian) 0.0171 0.0135 0.0221 0.0025 0.0045

RMSE mean (non-Gaussian) 4.3332 4.3939 4.4726 1.9273 2.0941

RMSE variance (non-Gaussian) 0.0222 0.0155 0.0235 0.0108 0.0133

Note: SIR = sequential importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle filter; GPF =Gaussian particle filter; ECSPF = Euclidean distance clustering similarity
particle filter; CCSPF = Chebyshev distance clustering similarity particle filter; RMSE = root mean squared error.

Table 3: Computation time analysis for five nonlinear algorithms
running 100 times under Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise models.

Filter

Gaussian noise
(T = 5000)

Filter

Non-Gaussian noise
(T = 1000)

N
RMSE
mean

AVG
time (s)

N
RMSE
mean

AVG
time (s)

SIR 500 3.2556 1.5 SIR 320 4.0904 2.3

APF 250 3.3211 1.5 APF 160 4.2697 2.3

GPF 800 3.3093 1.5 GPF 340 4.1536 2.3

ECSPF 100 1.1003 1.5 CCSPF 100 2.1215 2.3

Note: AVG= average; RMSE = root mean squared error; SIR = sequential
importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle filter; GPF = Gaussian
particle filter; ECSPF = Euclidean distance clustering similarity particle
filter; CCSPF = Chebyshev distance clustering similarity particle filter.

Table 2: Accuracy improvement percentage of mean and variance
of RMSE for five nonlinear algorithms running 100 times under
both the Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise models.

Filter RMSE
Gaussian noise Non-Gaussian noise

SIR APF GPF SIR APF GPF

ECSPF
Mean 68.4% 68.0% 69.2% 55.5% 56.1% 56.9%

Variance 85.4% 81.5% 88.7% 51.4% 30.3% 54.0%

CCSPF
Mean 65.4% 65.0% 66.3% 51.7% 52.3% 53.2%

Variance 73.7% 66.7% 79.6% 40.1% 14.2% 43.4%

Note: SIR = sequential importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle filter;
GPF = Gaussian particle filter; ECSPF = Euclidean distance clustering
similarity particle filter; CCSPF = Chebyshev distance clustering similarity
particle filter; RMSE = root mean squared error.
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Figure 4: Battery equivalent circuit model.
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A tracking and training model was constructed using his-
torical samples of the battery capacity to estimate the model
parameters of the empirical degradation in real time and
optimize the multicharacteristic noise [42]. The identified
physical model effectively converged to the gradual trend of
actual battery degradation, which provided reasonable iden-
tification parameters and effective initial values to establish
an RUL prediction model. This enabled the updating of the
state space model composed of the state transition equation
(physical model of the battery system), which can represent
the recursion law of the system, and the observation equation
(data characteristic measurement relationship), which can
transform the implicit information of the system to visible
output. The state estimation of the current time is obtained
by the state transfer process and the prediction results of
the previous time. Using the error between the actual mea-
surement (noise interference) and the estimated observation
information at the current moment, a weighted correction
term is generated to realize the updating process. This allows
the state estimation and prediction system model to be

obtained with high reliability, and the process of battery state
tracking and RUL predictive evaluation can be realized. A
flowchart is shown in Figure 5.

Using the state tracking process to identify the model
parameters and battery RUL prediction, the SIR, APF, and
CSPF algorithms were compared (since the application of
the algorithm is limited by the dimension of the system var-
iables, the GPF is not suitable for this example). State track-
ing parameters were identified before the charge-discharge
cycle S; i.e., we estimated the optimal model parameters that
can minimize the error between the predicted value of the
algorithm and the actual value of the experiment. After the
charge-discharge cycle S, the battery capacity was predicted
to determine whether the failure threshold was exceeded.
The original data of the capacity degradation of the
lithium-ion battery were from the open-source experimental
data of the Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering
(CALCE) of the University of Maryland. An Arbin BT2000
battery system was the experimental platform, and the test
data were stored in Excel format. A data sample with a

Extracting Li-ion battery
capacity dataset OX

Data preprocessing
(including screening)

Setting sample
tracking set OS

Measurement
information

Initialization of battery
RUL prediction

Updating state
space model

Modifying particle
weight of SIS

RUL prediction
modeling by SIR, APF,

and CSPF

RUL prediction of
Li-ion battery

State estimation
contrast capacity

threshold

Evaluating index
SSE RMSENo NoYes

Yes

Battery state
tracking modeling

Front S cycle From S to X

Optimal parameter
identification

k = k + 1

Figure 5: Battery state tracking and remaining useful life (RUL) prediction method for the Li-ion battery based on different algorithms.

Table 4: Experimental test conditions of CALCE dataset M8.

Battery ID Experimental platform Temperature Charging End condition Discharge End condition

M8 Arbin BT2000 20-25°C Constant current/voltage 4.2 V/0.05A Constant current 2.7 V
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Figure 6: Continued.
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normalized capacity of 0.90Ah, M8, was selected as the test
set for comparison of the state assessment methods. The bat-
tery was charged at the standard constant current of 0.5C
until it reached 4.2V and was switched to constant voltage
charging until the current decayed to 0.05A, and the dis-
charge was considered complete when the voltage dropped
to 2.7V during the charge-discharge cycle [43], as shown in
Table 4. While collecting experimental data, due to the error
from the accuracy of measuring equipment and human mis-
operation, a small amount of abnormal data was extracted

from the battery dataset, as it would have affected the quality
of the history dataset. The size of the dataset would also affect
the operational cost, and simplifying the data (e.g., taking one
point from each n point) would reduce this cost. Therefore,
the original data were preprocessed, filtered, and simplified.

Generally, 80% of the rated capacity was taken as the end-
of-life threshold T , and the actual failure threshold was 133
cycles according to open-source data, where the state track-
ing set was S = 65 and the number of particles was N = 100.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 6 and Tables 5
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Figure 6: State tracking and RUL prediction results for the battery based on SIR, APF, ECSPF, and CCSPF. Note: SIR = sequential importance
resampling; APF= auxiliary particle filter; ECSPF =Euclidean distance clustering similarity particle filter; CCSPF =Chebyshev distance
clustering similarity particle filter.
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and 6. Figure 6 can be used to compare the effect of state
tracking and the accuracy of capacity prediction of different
algorithms. Tables 5 and 6 compare the state tracking and
prediction results obtained by multiple simulation calcula-
tions. The evaluation indicators of the state tracking effect
are the sum of squared error (SSE), MSE, RMSE, and coeffi-
cient of determination (R2). The closer SSE, MSE, and
RMSE were to 0, the closer R2 was to 1, and the better was
the effect of state tracking. The evaluation indicators of the
prediction accuracy were the mean, variance, relative error,
and RMSE of the prediction failure threshold.

Figure 6 and Table 5 show that compared with the SIR
and APF algorithms, the state tracking indicators and effect
of the proposed CSPF algorithm were superior, and the
Euclidean distance measure yielded the best results. The
excellent state tracking effect of the CSPF method also guar-
antees that the attenuation mechanism of state tracking in
the early period is the same as in later-stage predictions over
the whole life cycle of the battery. As shown in Figure 6 and
Table 6, after 100 simulations using SIR, APF, ECSPF, and
CCSPF, the average failure thresholds of RUL prediction
were 113, 115, 123, and 122 cycles, respectively, and the rela-
tive error was within 15.0%. Taking ECSPF as an example,
the variance, relative error, and RMSE of the RUL prediction
failure threshold were significantly lower than those of SIR
and APF, and the prediction trend was relatively closer to
the actual capacity degradation curve. The relative error of
ECSPF was better than those of SIR and APF by about 50%
and 45%, respectively, and the threshold variances were
lower by factors of about 26 and 80, respectively. RMSE
was about 55% and 60% greater, respectively. The results
show that the prediction accuracy of CSPF was relatively

higher than those of the other algorithms, the discrete degree
of the state particle set of prediction results was the mini-
mum, the degree of uncertainty expression was the lowest,
and the algorithm was more robust.

6. Conclusions

Facing the difficulties of the standard PF algorithm in nonlin-
ear system state estimation, such as low precision, instability,
and low computational efficiency, we proposed an improved
PF algorithm (CSPF) based on the consistency principle of
the spatial state trajectory. Relying on the model construction
of spatial trajectories between sampled particles and actual
states, current and future multistage measurement informa-
tion was predicted by SIS and GPF to form trajectories com-
bining the original and modified trajectories. The similarity
of the combined trajectories was measured by clustering
analysis to guide the generation of new distributions and
update the particle importance weights to mitigate the parti-
cle degradation phenomenon. Because resampling is not
adopted in the improved algorithm, the problem of particle
depletion is fundamentally eliminated. The convergence the-
orem of the improved algorithm of the CSPF and MSE of the
results was proved. The effectiveness of CSPF was verified by
comparison with current methods in cases of socioeconomic
prediction and battery health assessment. The application
experiments showed that, compared to SIR, APF, and GPF,
CSPF had higher accuracy and better robustness for the state
estimation of nonlinear systems under the influence of
Gaussian or non-Gaussian noise. Primary conclusions are
summarized as follows:

(1) In Gaussian and non-Gaussian noise environments,
the prediction accuracy of CSPF was improved sig-
nificantly, more than 50% in typical cases

(2) The latest measurement information was used to
update the new proposal distribution, and the com-
putational cost of CSPF was reduced by adjusting
the number of sampling particles and the order of
the state trajectory. In a typical case, the RMSE of
CSPF was reduced by a factor of more than 2 in the
same computing time

(3) The first-order Markov model was modified by the
clustering similarity of state trajectories so that the
indicators of state tracking effects were relatively

Table 5: Comparison of the average state tracking effect for four nonlinear algorithms running 1000 times.

Filter SSE MSE RMSE R2

SIR 1:3526 × 10−5 2:0810 × 10−7 1:4328 × 10−5 7:8318 × 10−1

APF 1:8923 × 10−5 2:9112 × 10−7 1:6408 × 10−5 6:4347 × 10−1

ECSPF 8:7368 × 10−7 1:3441 × 10−8 3:6547 × 10−6 9:8419 × 10−1

CCSPF 1:0425 × 10−6 1:6038 × 10−8 3:9975 × 10−6 9:8281 × 10−1

Note: SIR = sequential importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle filter; ECSPF = Euclidean distance clustering similarity particle filter;
CCSPF = Chebyshev distance clustering similarity particle filter; SSE = sum of squared error; MSE =mean squared error; RMSE = root mean squared error;
R2 = coefficient of determination.

Table 6: Comparison of RUL prediction results based on four
nonlinear algorithms running 100 times.

Comparison items SIR APF
CSPF

ECSPF CCSPF

Mean 113 115 123 122

Variance 156.3 476.6 5.9 6.2

Error 15.0% 13.5% 7.5% 8.3%

RMSE 23.5% 26.8% 10.6% 11.1%

Note: SIR = sequential importance resampling; APF = auxiliary particle filter;
ECSPF = Euclidean distance clustering similarity particle filter;
CCSPF = Chebyshev distance clustering similarity particle filter;
RMSE = root mean squared error.
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higher, which provided an accuracy guarantee for the
prediction model. In the battery application, the pre-
diction accuracy of CSPF was the best, and the rela-
tive error of the RUL failure threshold was
maintained within 8%
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